Pitchers & Mugs

**Bouncer® 3-Way Pitcher**
Versatile 60 fluid ounce pitcher with ergonomic handling ensures ease of pouring.
- Side pour spouts allow ice to safely pour with beverage into glass
- Front pour spout retains ice in pitcher and allows drip-proof pouring
- Durable polycarbonate resists chipping and breaking reducing replacement costs
- NSF Certified & commercial dishwasher safe

**Bouncer® Pitcher & Mugs**
Designed for safety and lower replacement costs.
- Double polycarbonate resists chipping and breaking reducing replacement costs
- Several sizes available in amber for iced tea and clear for showcasing your colorful beverage offerings
- Mugs, 12 and 16 fluid ounces, are lightweight and less costly than glass
- NSF Certified & commercial dishwasher safe

**Mixing Pitcher**
Improve customer satisfaction for consuming product that requires being mixed or blended.
- Features an easy to use handle with a mechanical mixing mechanism to blend multiple beverages and/or powders
- Translucent base increases efficiency of mixing beverages/liquids by the ability to view contents while in use
- 2 quart capacity is ideal for properly mixing multiple servings
- NSF Certified & commercial dishwasher safe
Sturdy Chair™ Youth Seat

Strength and durability designed into every Sturdy Chair™ youth seat.
- Durable, all plastic construction is easy to clean (compared to wood high chairs)
- Attractive contemporary styling and colors complements any décor
- Youth Seat available in three designer colors: platinum, black and dark green
- Convenient handle to maneuver throughout dining room
- Available with or without wheels
- Colorful trays are easy to use and can be removed with one hand

ASTM Designation: F 404-04
Standard Consumer Safety Specification for High Chairs
- This consumer safety specification outlines the performance requirements and methods of test to ensure the satisfactory performance of the high chair.
- This consumer safety specification is intended to minimize injuries to children resulting from normal usage and reasonably foreseeable misuse or abuse of high chairs.

Trays available in dark blue, platinum, dark green and red

Bus/Tote Boxes & Cutlery Bins

Bus/Tote Boxes
Built to last.
- Made of durable, commercial grade plastic, with reinforced handles, base and ribs for added strength
- Lids available for transporting food or dishware
- Rounded corners for easy cleaning
- NSF Certified & commercial dishwasher safe

Cutlery Bins
Durable and versatile.
- Made of durable, commercial grade plastic that will hold up to all usages
- Ribbed design and special resin formulation for strength
- Four compartments are ideal for storage/dispensing of silverware and condiment packets
- NSF Certified & commercial dishwasher safe

Beverage & Condiment Dispensers

Beverage Dispensers
Versatile and economical non-carbonated dispensing.
- Available in amber for iced tea and clear for showcasing your colorful beverage offerings
- Interchangeable, durable polycarbonate tanks are available in two sizes, 3- and 5-U.S. gallon (11.4 L and 18.9 L), makes the base unit versatile
- Includes tank, base, drain tray, lid and labels for lemonade and iced tea for all your beverage dispensing needs
- NSF Certified

Condiment Dispensers
Convenient hygienic storage for condiments, garnishes, and more.
- Comes with three 1 U.S. quart or six 1 U.S. pint inserts, makes this unit versatile for condiments and garnishes
- Textured, see through lid made of durable polycarbonate for easy visual identification of items being stored when lid is closed
- Commercial dishwasher safe